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2019-2020 YEAR IN REVIEW
GENOME BC IMPACT/PROJECT PORTFOLIO NUMBERS

PROJECTS AND FUNDING

Since 2000, Genome BC has led genomics innovation on Canada’s West Coast and facilitated
the integration of genomics into society. Managing a cumulative portfolio of over $1 billion in
more than 425 genomics research projects and science and technology platforms, we’ve helped
to create jobs in Canada while addressing challenges in key sectors such as health, forestry,
fisheries and aquaculture, agrifood, energy, mining, and the environment.

Health
219 Projects

SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT

Tech / Dev Platforms
63 Projects

$525 Million

$183 Million

Economic Impact to BC’s GDP*

$2.6 B

Forestry
32 Projects

Companies Advanced

$108 Million

102

Fisheries/Aquaculture
28 Projects

$68 Million
Jobs Created*

32,400

Patent Applications†

Agrifood
38 Projects

699

$72 Million
Energy/Mining
16 Projects

Partnerships

1,026

$38 Million

Direct Co-investment Attracted

$857 M

Environment
29 Projects

$21 Million
Scientific Publications

3,404

Total
425 Projects

Total Investment

$1.12 B

$1,018 Million

Figures are cumulative as of March 31, 2020
† All countries including provisional patents
* Economic and Social Impact Analysis, MNP LLP, 2018
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT/OUTREACH
Activity from April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020

# of Unique Media
Stories

# of community
events

126

18

# of visitors to “corporate” events

# of visitors to
“community” events

12,797

# of visitors to
Bodyworks

644,182

Our 10th Annual Don Rix Distinguished Keynote Address featured
Dr. Claire M. Fraser presenting her insights on the microbiome to a sold out house.

592

SOCIAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
10,952 Followers

6,170 Subscribers (2.24 M views)

3,735 Followers

1,647 Followers

849 Followers

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND COMMERCIALIZATION
Genome BC has helped foster collaboration between academia and industry by building networks and attracting co-investment. The effort
has helped advance 102 companies to date, supported BC job growth and contributed to international recognition of British Columbia for its
genomics and life sciences capabilities.
Some of the companies advanced through Genome BC’s support of entrepreneurship and commercialization include:
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IMPACTING
SCIENCE EDUCATION
“Genome BC is a great
community partner
for BC teachers. Their
research partnerships
provide them with a
unique opportunity
to make meaningful
connections between
classroom learning
and practical scientific
research. The engaging,
high-quality resources
that Genome BC produces
often highlight cutting
edge genetic research
that they are supporting
locally and globally.
As a result of this
integration, students
have an opportunity to
apply their learning in
authentic ways.”
—John Munro, President,
BC Science Teachers’ Association

Genome BC has always been an advocate of genomics education through outreach activities.
Through collaboration with teachers and students over the years, our Geneskool™ program
continues to evolve. In addition to campus field trips and the popular Summer Science
Program, Geneskool supports teachers by providing easily accessible hands-on activities
and workshops, online and in person, that are aligned to BC’s grade nine to 12 curriculum.
As Geneskool continues to elevate interest in science amongst BC students, educators from
around the globe are looking to Genome BC for ways to bring this highly successful program
into their classrooms.

Communities visited
through Geneskool

% of all BC communities (cities, district
municipalities, towns and villages)
reached by Genome BC Programs*

35

51%

Schools visited

84

Teachers trained

Students engaged

65

5,249

All figures represent activities from April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020, unless noted otherwise
* Total is cumulative since Genome BC’s inception in 2000
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IMPACT 2020: BUILDING A STRONG
LIFE SCIENCES ECOSYSTEM IN BC
From our humble beginnings as a small, but ambitious, genomics research organization,
Genome BC has consistently remained true to what is important — facilitating genomic
solutions to pressing social and economic challenges for British Columbians. While genomics
research offers many success stories, the road to societal benefit derived from science has
never been straight or easy to navigate. The journey has been filled with leaps of intuition,
false starts, accidental discoveries, and unexpected results. Regardless, one thing above all
remains constant; the path from discovery to innovation is propelled by a single desire — to
make a positive impact.
Genome BC’s impact can be measured by our investments in BC’s future — by looking at how
we support BC’s scientists in translating research discoveries into new applications in key
provincial economic sectors. BC has become a life sciences province. When we invest in BC’s
future, we invest in health innovation, such as the clinical implementation of personalized
medicine. We invest in protecting against and responding quickly to infectious diseases as
we did when the COVID-19 pandemic emerged. We invest in innovations that help renew and
sustain our key resources, such as forestry, fisheries, aquaculture, and agrifood. And we look
to environmental stewardship by investing in energy and mining to deliver more efficient
low-carbon technologies, such as biofuels, and bioremediation. Genomics has become an
enabling technology and is now integrated — across communities, the environment and
the economy. By advancing genomics innovations, Genome BC is providing a competitive
advantage to BC in all of these areas.
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In the early days, Genome BC’s primary focus was
like any start-up — intense work to articulate value,
obtain sufficient funding, attract leading talent and
the implementation of effective management systems.
Now, 20 years later, Genome BC has established itself as
an anchor in BC’s life sciences community with a strong
portfolio of research and activities that continue to
move this transformational science forward.

Our position within the BC life sciences industry is unique. We’ve funded genomics
research for the past 20 years, not as a granting council or as a venture capital
investment firm, but rather by awarding research and development contracts in between
these two investment models. Strategically, these investments are positioned to provide
an essential bridge between the world of academia, where knowledge is discovered and
potential applications are identified, and the sectors where these genomic applications
can solve challenges. Bridging the gap between these two worlds has its own unique set
of challenges, particularly when policy and regulatory matters become critically important
as discoveries move into application.
Genome BC has emerged as a leader in the responsible integration of genomics in society.
By identifying needs and engaging with the public on important issues as the science
evolves, we connect industry stakeholders across sectors, Indigenous peoples, and
research teams to facilitate acceptable applications of these technologies within society.
Our education, communications and public outreach activities also enhance Genome BC’s
steady reputation as a catalyst, a convener, and a trusted partner to enable responsible,
user-driven research that meets needs across key economic sectors.
Today, in addition to continuing the paramount work of discovery-based research,
our programs advance new products, services and companies with an emphasis on
entrepreneurial support. However, the translation of research into applications that deliver
societal benefits is not guaranteed. Innovation is a combination of having the insight

“The goals of Genome BC’s
founding board were to
build a solid foundation
for genomics research by
securing funding to build an
infrastructure and develop
top-notch technology
platforms. We then set
about attracting talent and
reversing the brain-drain
that had seen prominent
Canadian scientists leave
for other parts. Our ultimate
goal: for British Columbians
and Canadians to reap the
benefits of what was surely
going to be a genomics
revolution.”

—Dr. Donald B. Rix, MD, CM, OBC
1931–2009
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and the ability to follow through and execute on initiatives more effectively than others.
Ecosystems that systematically drive the acceleration of research and translation into new
products, services and systems, will be better and more quickly able to leverage the benefits
of genomics. Genome BC, in its role as ecosystem builder, will continue to embrace the
process of innovation proactively and deliberately into the future.
Strategy is most effective when planned initiatives are enhanced with opportunity. Often,
it is the choices we make along the way — opportunities seized, discoveries made or risks
taken — that lead to success. Tangible outputs from our investments can be counted and
measured, such as increasing the number of Canadian and international partnerships and
collaborations, new companies, jobs created, or successful media and outreach activities. But
the real reason we invest our funds strategically is to create desired outcomes — to have an
impact. Sometimes less tangible, but no less important, are the ripple effects that occur when
Genome BC funded scientists publish discoveries in prestigious scientific journals, present
findings at influential international conferences, and develop genomics innovations that create
a sea change in how the science is conducted.
From a combination of these outputs and outcomes comes our ultimate reason for being —
to apply the power of genomics to better the lives of all British Columbians and Canadians.
In our first 20 years, we’ve established a strong organization to lead and inspire a vibrant
life sciences community in British Columbia, but perhaps our greatest impact has, and will
continue to be contributing to healthier people, healthier forests, a healthier environment, and
an overall healthier economy.

8
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Technology platforms
The partnership between Genome Canada and Genome BC to establish and support genomic infrastructure through three technology
platforms has significantly enhanced British Columbia’s capacity within the Canadian genomic research ecosystem. This unique federalprovincial partnership allows us to work collectively and collaboratively to leverage funding, develop the life sciences ecosystem of expertise
and ultimately optimize our collective impact.

Genomics

Proteomics

Metabolomics

The Michael Smith Genome Sciences
Centre at BC Cancer and the Sequencing
and Bioinformatics Consortium at
the University of British Columbia
specialize in high-throughput, large scale
genome research activities including
cancer, genetics bioinformatics, DNA
sequencing, data analysis, epigenomics,
gene expression profiling, and
technology development.

The University of Victoria-Genome BC
Proteomics Centre and the Proteomics
Core Facility at the University of British
Columbia specialize in mass‑spectrometry
(MS)‑based proteomics including
quantitative and clinical proteomics,
structural proteomics, protein
characterization, tissue imaging
and bioinformatics.

The Metabolomics Innovation Centre
specializes in the overall analysis of small
molecule metabolites found in living
organisms for clinical trials, research,
biomedical studies, bioproducts studies,
nutrient profiling and environmental testing.
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IMPACTING HEALTH
OUTCOMES
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Health care has offered some of the greatest leaps
in scientific innovation — vaccines, anaesthetic, the
introduction of antibiotics and antivirals, lifesaving
surgical advancements in organ transplantation and
cardiac care. Each of these innovations has had a
profound impact on health outcomes and the standard
of patient care. Innovations delivered through genomic
technologies in health care over the past 20 years,
have not only improved health outcomes but have also
revolutionized the way we think about and deliver
patient care.
Precision health care considers not only our genetic profile, but also the environment
we live in, our familial history and our lifestyle choices — all of which contribute to our
health and well-being. Genomics allows us to understand why some people are more
susceptible to certain illnesses, while others not. As well, it helps us understand why
some patients respond well to medications and why some experience devastating
side‑effects. The genetic differences between individuals is an important consideration
when certain therapies may introduce other health complications, or have extreme
costs associated with little or no benefit to the patient.
Over the past 20 years, Genome BC has worked with researchers, industry, and
government partners, to move away from a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to medical
treatment and toward the realization of precision health in BC. As genomic applications
have moved from lab bench to bedside, patient health outcomes have been positively
impacted through improved diagnosis, disease management and prognosis for
people affected by cancer, heart disease, epilepsy, rare diseases and other debilitating
conditions. However, through our ongoing dialogue with partners and stakeholders,
specific themes have been identified that limit the broader adoption of genomics into
routine clinical care.

CHILDHOOD
ASTHMA
Asthma is the most common chronic
disease of childhood, affecting one
in seven Canadian children and
costing more than $2 billion per year
in Canada. Treatments can manage
symptoms, but there is no cure.
Studying the microbiome may lead
to one. Scientists are researching the
microbiome to identify which infants
in the CHILD study* are most likely
to develop asthma by looking at the
absence of key microbes in their
stool samples. The team will also
investigate ways to replace those
missing microbes with the aim of
preventing asthma.

* The CHILD Study is a Canada-wide initiative
where researchers are actively following study
participants over time as they grow and develop —
from mid-pregnancy into childhood
and adolescence.
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Education

Big Data

Capacity Building

As the science of genomics rapidly evolves,
it is critical that health care workers can
adapt their practice in line with scientific
advancements. We’ll need more genetic
counsellors and physicians who understand
the value of genomics to make genomic
medicine interpretable, accessible and
applicable. In our role as a convener,
Genome BC brought together stakeholders
across various disciplines to discuss how
genomics education could be improved for
healthcare professionals. As a first step,
participants contributed to an asset map
of current regional and Canadian based
clinical genomics education resources
for professionals engaged in diagnosis,
prognosis, treatment and communication
with individual patients. This information
will enhance the awareness and potential
of the tools and tests that are available for
clinicians and general practitioners in the
care of their patients. The next step, now
underway, is to develop a framework for
new genomics educational opportunities
for BC health care professionals to optimize
genomic access for all patients in BC.

The computing resources needed to store,
process and analyze the explosion of
genomic sequencing data are massive.
Addressing this challenge is critical since our
understanding of disease is better informed
through the discovery and comparison of
genomic variation among large groups of
patients and larger datasets. Genome BC
has invested in many bioinformatics and
computational biology initiatives over the
years. These projects employ tools such
as machine learning and other advanced
computational techniques to analyze
enormous data sets produced by modern
genomics technologies.

Genome BC has always worked
collaboratively with BC’s life sciences
community to develop strong research
teams and raise the bar to establish credible
research proposals. This has resulted in, not
only greater funding success, but in research
outcomes that have yielded social and
economic benefits for all Canadians.

The complexities of data integration and
sharing requires sound policy and governance
to ensure effective, secure and appropriate
use of data. The support we’ve provided
to Can-SHARE, a pan-Canadian research
initiative, aims to overcome significant
challenges around harmonizing data sharing
policies, security and standards. As well, we’re
engaged with the Canadian Digital Technology
Supercluster — contributing to initiatives that
may provide additional solutions to these
challenges. These initiatives will strengthen
the development of new tools to help provide
maximum value from research investments in
genomics and related fields that produce an
enormous volume of data.

British Columbia is fortunate to have an
extremely talented pool of highly trained
researchers. However, continued success
in developing leading edge research
and technology requires the ongoing
development of emerging talent, innovative
ideas and investments in the infrastructure
needed to deliver precision health care in a
clinical setting.
Genome BC develops funding competitions,
such as the Sector Innovation Program, to
provide support for smaller scale projects
with an aim of building capacity in strategic
areas for BC. This provides opportunities to
provide development support for scientists
early on in their careers and prepare them
for large scale competitions. These kinds of
programs also undertake pilot studies in key
areas for validation and scalability.

PHARMACOGENOMICS
More than 100 medications are impacted
by your genome including therapies for
mental health, cardiovascular disease and
pain management. Pharmacogenomics
(PGx) is precision health in action: the right
drug, in the right dose, to the right person at
the right time. Incorporating PGx tests into
routine clinical health care will help reduce
emergency room visits of which up to 20%
are due to adverse drug reactions.

12
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Access
Navigating the pace of change may be one of the most challenging hurdles to
overcome as technology advancements are accelerating faster than society’s ability
to adapt. Policymakers are challenged to keep up, not only with understanding the
impact of these evolving technologies, but also in establishing practical regulations
that ensure they are used responsibly with optimal benefit to society.
Genome BC’s ongoing dialogue with BC’s Ministry of Health to support evidence
informed policies, as well as developing recommendations and guidelines for
genomics as a clinical standard in health care will help to harmonize the delivery
mechanisms of genomic/genetic information with equitable access for all
populations across the province.
New treatments and procedures must be validated on multiple levels before
becoming a standard of clinical practice. As clinical applications of genomics
continue to evolve, ongoing research and dialogue to understand ethical, economical
and other concerns within society will help inform policy and ensure the use of these
technologies is responsible, cost-effective and enhance patient care. Since inception,
Genome BC and Genome Canada have integrated social and economic research into
all large-scale projects by embedding societal and economic research in funding
programs and competitions.
Rising to each of these challenges will require time, dedication, and collaboration
amongst stakeholders, including medical professionals, health authorities, funders
and health researchers. Genome BC will continue to fulfill an important role — uniting
the community around a common vision where precision health, through genomics,
positively impacts life, every day.

“With genomic sequencing,
we can routinely detect
CPO transmissions with
greater sensitivity and
diagnostic accuracy. What
used to take a several
months can now be done in
just weeks.”
—Dr. Linda Hoang, Associate Director,
BCCDC Public Health Laboratory;
University of British Columbia Clinical
Associate Professor of Medicine

SUPERBUGS

RARE DISEASES
Two million Canadian children have a rare
disease. As these children and their families
navigate these complex, life-threatening,
or chronically debilitating conditions, their
stories demonstrate one similarity — an
agonizing diagnostic odyssey. Genomewide sequencing is helping to more quickly
diagnose underlying genetic disorders,
some of which are treatable.
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NON-INVASIVE PRENATAL TESTING
Almost one in 10,000 pregnancies are
lost annually due to amniocentesis.
Advances in genomics have led to the
development of Non-Invasive Prenatal
Testing that screens for Down syndrome
and two other genetic diseases using
a simple blood draw from the mother.
This test is now the standard of care for
certain at-risk pregnancies.

2019–2020 ANNUAL REPORT

Hospital associated infections are a
major health concern worldwide and
account for 8,000 deaths annually in
Canada. Carbapenemase-producing
organisms (CPOs) are an emerging
group of bacteria that are resistant to
some antibiotics. Genome sequencing
has been used to “fingerprint” the
CPOs detected in cases to understand
where infections are acquired and
how they are spread.
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EQUITABLE HEALTH CARE FOR
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
Precision health, the use of genomic testing to deliver more precise diagnosis and effective
treatments is revolutionizing health care. However, genomic innovations can only benefit
everyone if the appropriate data is available to classify normal variants within any population.
Indigenous populations to date have had little access to genomic technologies and the research that
drives them.
For example, a biobank is a collection of biological samples, such as blood and tissue, along
with associated health information. This valuable tool aids clinicians and researchers with
future inquiries and improves treatment methods and outcomes. The more samples collected,
the more researchers and clinicians can learn for future disease diagnosis, prognosis and
treatment. However, biobanks are often located in large research hospitals in metropolitan
cities where the population demographics they capture differ greatly from northern rural
regions where there are larger populations of Indigenous people. Although samples for a
biobank are collected with donor consent under stringent ethical guidelines, many Indigenous
peoples hold an inherent distrust of western institutions ― one that is borne out of a history
of systemic racism and exploitation. Unethical and culturally insensitive genetics research in
Canada and elsewhere in North America has eroded trust in genetics and genomics for many
Indigenous Canadians.1
Narrowing the precision health gap begins with dialogue that puts the perspectives of
Indigenous Canadians at the forefront while helping these communities understand the value
of genomic data to create equity and improve health outcomes.

ILLUMINATING HEREDITARY CANCER
Understanding hereditary cancer is the difference between life and death for Chiquita Hessels.
In 2011, just ten months after her mother’s death from breast cancer, and one month after
her maternal aunt’s passing from bowel and jaw cancer, Chiquita herself was diagnosed with
breast cancer.

“The key is finding cancer
early. I’m here today
because of this testing.
When I was diagnosed, it
opened up the door that
all my family members
could be tested. This
funding is saving lives.”
—Chiquita Hessels, Cancer Survivor

14

Chiquita sought advice about whether there was a hereditary connection behind her family’s
cancer history. Genetic mutations in specific genes put individuals at relatively greater risk of
developing certain cancers, including some forms of breast, colorectal, and thyroid cancers,
and these genetic mutations can be hereditary and passed on within families.
Fortunately, hereditary genetic panel testing is available and enables affected people to learn
what cancers they may develop, how often to have medical follow‑ups, and what further
cancer screening may be required. Screening also informs their families of potential risk, and
whether there are preventive measures that might mitigate risks.
The identification of a genetic variant, like the one found in Chiquita, would have required
multiple tests from external providers for the possible inherited genes. Now one panel test,
developed and implemented here in BC, has increased the number of genes tested from two
genes to 17 simultaneously, reducing wait times from 13 months to six weeks and reducing
cost per patient by 56%. The success of this test established it as part of standard care in
Canada for patients at risk of hereditary cancers and fully integrated into clinical practice in
BC. As well, BC’s expertise is now being sought by other Canadian jurisdictions to alleviate
backlogs and speed up testing nationwide.
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Genome BC has several partnered initiatives with Indigenous communities. The cornerstone
of all successful partnerships is the investment of time — time to understand unique
perspectives, develop common objectives and build trust. With our research and industry
partners we are committed to this process and understanding the challenges and
opportunities within Indigenous communities and exploring the potential for genomic
solutions where appropriate and acceptable. One demonstration of this process is the
recognition that an Indigenous population-based biobank should be led by First Nations to
establish processes for Indigenous governance of biological samples and genome data, in
addition to developing policy guidelines and best practice models. This would embed cultural
perspectives into its creation and utilization. Many scientific concepts need to be redefined
within a unique First Nations framework, thus reflecting their vision, challenges, goals and
ways to attain them.
Partnering with Indigenous communities to explore the potential of a northern British
Columbia First Nations biobank is a move toward addressing a disparity in health research
and requires unique steps in consultation to establish a biobank that is culturally relevant,
safe, and respectful.

1

Morgan, J, Coe, RR, Lesueur, R, et al. Indigenous Peoples and genomics: Starting a conversation. J Genet Couns 2019;
28: 407–418. https://doi.org/10.1002/jgc4.1073

“Having First Nations involvement in the
early stages of this potentially game
changing research is an important
step. The FNHA looks forward to the
partnership with Dr. Nadine Caron with
the goal of achieving optimal health and

“Because there has never
been a biobank in the North,
these communities have
been really isolated and had
minimal access to this type
of research infrastructure.
Collecting normal and
diseased tissue along with
annotated clinical data
makes this an incredibly
powerful platform for
genomic research.”
—Dr. Nadine Caron, Academic Physician,
Surgery, The University of Northern BC

wellness among First Nations people.”
—Richard Jock, Interim CEO, First Nations Health Authority
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IMPACTING OUR
ABILITY TO ADAPT
AND MITIGATE
THE EFFECTS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE
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It’s hard to miss the accelerating impact of climate
change unfolding all around us — severe wildfires,
water shortages, floods, ocean acidification, and
glacier loss. Climate change is affecting our natural
resources and the environment, putting people and
communities across the province at risk.
Extreme heat waves not only contribute to increasingly more destructive wildfires,
they also open the door to invasive pests that thrive in warmer temperatures and are
devastating our forests. As BC’s climate changes, our trees will be poorly adapted
to new environments, due to increased temperature and disease pressures. This
will negatively impact the future economic and environmental benefits BC’s forests
currently contribute to the Canadian economy.
Seasonal droughts threaten precious water supplies, which could have negative
consequences on our agricultural sector and threaten our food security. Rising
CO2 levels are changing ocean chemistry, having a dramatic impact on aquatic
ecosystems. The resulting ocean acidification prevents the calcification of shells
and skeletons, disrupting shellfish growth and development. Salmon are a key part
of the food chain for both wildlife and humans. While they live much of their lives in
the ocean, they must swim far upstream to spawn. Many salmon die before reaching
their spawning beds because of depleted oxygen levels in the water. Rising water
temperatures also compromise their food supply and increase the development of
pathogens, exposing our salmon to increased threats such as disease.
The human health impacts of climate change are also becoming increasingly
hard to ignore. Extreme weather events are disrupting lives and businesses while
exacerbating chronic health conditions such as asthma and expanding the range of
infectious diseases. Changes in the climate can lead to changes in the geographical
range of the organisms that serve as disease vectors. Rising temperatures and
variability in precipitation patterns are likely to increase the risk to Canadians of
acquiring Lyme disease and West Nile virus, already well-established in Canada, as
well as other tick, mosquito and food borne diseases.
New zoonotic infectious diseases can emerge when genetic adaptation in a
pathogen enables it to jump from an animal to a human host. Climate change can
also increase the likelihood of new contact with such emerging pathogens, as
both animal ranges and human behaviours shift. These emerging pathogens can
then spread through travel, as was the case for the 2003 SARS outbreak and most
recently for SARS-CoV-2.1 Identifying emerging disease risks is essential to assessing
systemic vulnerabilities, and a starting point to identifying where public health effort
is required to reduce risk to the Canadian population.2

1

INVASIVE PESTS
AND PATHOGENS
Invasive Alien Species (IAS) pose an
increasing threat to the environment
with often irreversible effects: the
diseases caused by pathogens, along
with the damage caused by IAS, are
estimated to cost the Canadian forest
industry around $800 million per year.
Working with BC Ministry of Forests,
Lands, Natural Resource Operations
and Rural Development (FLNRORD),
a hand held portable device is in final
testing for CFIA inspectors to ‘spot
check’ DNA samples to prevent the
entry of invasive species into Canada.
Sudden oak death, now widespread
in forests across Oregon, Washington
and California, has been detected in
BC nurseries, but has been kept in
check by rigorous DNA testing.

Ogden NH, AbdelMalik P, Pulliam J. Emerging infectious diseases: prediction and detection. Can Commun Dis Rep
2017 Oct;43(10):206–11. https://doi.org/10.14745/ccdr.v43i10a03

2

Ogden NH, Gachon P. Climate change and infectious diseases: What can we expect? Can Commun Dis Rep
2019;45(4):76–80. https://doi.org/10.14745/ccdr.v45i04a01
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No matter how effective efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions are, climate is
likely to continue to change. Our ability to
adapt to an evolving climate will be critical,
while also identifying ways to help slow the
rapid progression of change. By continually
improving our understanding of risks in BC,
and providing evidence to inform policy,
we can be better prepared to adapt for
the changes ahead. Scientific research,
monitoring, modeling and assessment inform
both evidence-based policy decisions and
long-term investment decisions providing
both people and our material resources the
best chance at a healthy future.
Over the past twenty years, Genome BC has
funded researchers to help us understand
how to adapt and mitigate the effects of
climate change. BC’s global leadership in
research and the application of genomic

technologies to mitigate and adapt to
climate change is benefitting people,
industries, and the environment. Genomics
has helped determine which plants and
trees will be better able to adapt to new
environmental conditions. Genomic tools
are helping to prevent invasive pests from
destroying economically important forests
and informing reforestation strategies
by helping to predict tree populations at
high risk. In our role as a convener and
builder of BC’s life sciences ecosystem,
Genome BC’s commitment to innovative,
agile and responsive research coupled
with inclusive and transparent engagement
with governments, industry partners
and Indigenous peoples, will continue to
minimize barriers and identify innovative
genomic solutions so we can better adapt
and mitigate the effects of climate change.

FRESHWATER FISH
Licensed anglers in BC spend
$500M annually. Genomic tools have
helped to identify the genes that
help some populations of rainbow
and steelhead trout to be resilient to
the effects of climate change. This
will provide sound science to inform
stocking practices and to assist in the
conservation of wild populations.
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“In British Columbia, science based seed transfer,
enabled through forest genetic science and seed use policies
and practices, is the foundation for the effective reforestation
and genetic adaptation of stock planted as part of BC’s
sustainable forest management system. Climate based seed use
planning is a necessary response to climate change, promoting
healthy, resilient, and productive forests and ecosystems in
support of all British Columbians.”
—Diane Nicholls, ADM, Chief Forester, BC Ministry of Forests, Lands,
Natural Resource Operations and Rural Developments

CLIMATE-BASED SEED TRANSFER
Genomics is being used to inform reforestation strategies — to determine which
seedlings to plant to suit our changing climate. Seedlings are tested for climate-related
traits (growth, heat, drought, cold tolerance, disease resistance) and their DNA is
sequenced to identify genetic fingerprints of climate adaptation. This research informs
the BC government’s framework policy on climate-based seed transfer to enhance the
adaptability of the 250 million trees planted annually for future climates.

TRACKING AND
REDUCING
GREENHOUSE
GASES
The expansion of shale gas
extraction can result in increased
methane escape ― a significant
contributor to greenhouse gases.
Genomics can identify leaks and
quantify the amount of methane
escaping, assisting industry in the
development of environmentally
sound practices. Genomics tools
combined with geochemistry and
geophysics data will better inform
existing models resulting in an
improved understanding of what
causes these leaks and how to
prevent them in the future.
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IMPACTING
ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP
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We are only as healthy as the environment in which we
live. The air we breathe, the water we drink, the foods we
eat and the medications we take are all by-products of
a healthy environment. But our world, and the diversity
of life it supports, is under constant threat — pollution,
greenhouse gas emissions, draining of wetlands, climate
change, and other factors of modern life are wiping
out species and damaging the ecosystems around us.
Economic prosperity and environmental sustainability are
closely linked and always will be. Producing goods and
services often requires the use of natural resources, which
comes with a cost to the environment.
In British Columbia, home to the largest concentration of extraction and exploration
companies in the world, the development and operation of oil and gas wells, mines,
refineries, hydro-electric dams and other large-scale operations provide jobs, create
new products and energy sources, spur the development of technology and provide a
foundation for our economy.
However, these operations also generate greenhouse gases, contaminate water sources,
displace wildlife and communities, and introduce hazardous chemicals. Development
projects can take decades to build and operate, leaving behind legacy structures such as
tailings facilities, and massive earth dams that are expected to contain waste for hundreds
of years. The stakes are high and until viable alternatives are found we need to balance
the benefits provided by these extractive industries with their impacts on the natural world
ensuring we do not pass on today’s costs to future generations. People are often surprised
to learn that genomics has a lot to offer mining and energy companies who are working to
decrease their impact on the environment and develop energy efficient operations. Since
2007, Genome BC’s project portfolio in mining and energy has focused on understanding
the environmental impact of development projects, the diversity and utility of microflora
in mine sites, gas wells and watersheds. Advancing genomics technologies in this
sector has enabled the industry to improve their operations, and benefit from their
research collaborations.
For example, when extractive operations are completed, companies must restore the
land impacted by development to its pre-development state. Rebuilding productive and
self-sustaining habitats on sites that have been heavily impacted requires significant
information about the local ecosystem, watershed and indigenous species. Environmental
DNA or eDNA biomonitoring is a breakthrough technology that has begun to revolutionize
how industry can reduce monitoring cost and efforts, evaluate risk, and meet or exceed
environmental regulations and permit requirements.1

1

MONITORING THE
REINTRODUCTION OF
SOCKEYE SALMON
Kokanee, a freshwater form of sockeye
salmon, supports very popular recreational
fisheries in lakes across BC’s Okanagan
region and the Pacific Northwest and
is also a traditional food source for
First Nations. The cumulative impacts
of population growth and land use
practices have contributed to depletion
and extinction of fish stocks within the
Okanagan River basin.
Genomic technologies were used to
monitor the reintroduction of sockeye
salmon to Skaha Lake and Okanagan
Lake. As hybridization with native
kokanee is of concern, ongoing genetic
monitoring is helping to fully understand
the long-term impact on the resident
kokanee population.
This important initiative between the
Okanagan Nation Alliance, the BC Ministry
of Forests, Land and Natural Resource
Operations and BC Hydro not only resulted
in a road map for genetic assessment
and monitoring of existing and planned
sockeye reintroduction initiatives in BC,
it also generated information and tools
for annual stock assessment and risk
analysis in many BC lakes.

“Canadian Mining Journal. How eDNA technology can reduce monitoring and EA costs” May 2019, Kevin Romanick.

http://www.canadianminingjournal.com/features/how-edna-technology-can-reduce-monitoring-and-ea-costs
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Using genomic tools for the remediation of tailings ponds in mining has also shown promising
results. These applications use microbes in the soil to literally “eat” toxic compounds, thereby
decontaminating mine drainage and wastewater. As our ability to isolate and propagate
microbial communities grows, so does the potential to apply genomic technologies to all
stages in the mining sequence and provide cost-competitive solutions.
The importance of environmental stewardship extends far beyond mining and energy site
operations. British Columbia is home to tens of thousands of plant and animal species
living in a rich diversity of habitats and ecosystems. The biodiversity from these ecosystems
produce the air we breathe, cleaning soil and precious clean water — all from which we draw
significant social and economic benefit and depend on for our survival.

“Genomics technologies
may provide the key to
both understanding the
elements necessary
to recreate functional
ecosystems and provide
sufficient benchmarks
for success.”
—Dr. Lachlan Fraser, Professor,
NSERC Industrial Research Chair in
Ecosystem Reclamation, Department
of Natural Resource Science,
Department of Biological Sciences,
Thompson Rivers University

MINE SITE
REMEDIATION
Mining contributes nearly $97B
annually to Canada’s GDP.
Using genomics for mine site
remediation has shown promising
results. These applications use
microbes in the soil to literally
“eat” toxic compounds, thereby
decontaminating mine drainage
and wastewater. As our ability to
isolate and propagate microbial
communities grows, so does
the potential to apply genomic
technologies to all stages in the
mining sequence and provide cost
competitive solutions.

Environmental monitoring is an area in which genomics is making significant impact. Effects
from pollutants or other environmental stressors often manifest themselves first at the
molecular level, well before obvious physical signs are visible throughout an ecosystem.
Scientists are using genomics to monitor sentinel species such as mussels, bullfrogs and
beluga whales to detect and alert us to these effects of environmental toxins sooner, helping
to identify possible causes and measure impacts on the environment.
Genomics has also been used to monitor urban environments. For example, the sixty inches
of rainfall Vancouver receives each year soaks into the ground, and part of it flows over the
ground and directly into creeks, streams or rivers. Anything that is dumped or dropped on the
ground or in the gutter contributes to stormwater pollution, which can have many adverse
effects on plants, fish, animals and people. Best management practices for stormwater
treatment include the design and installation of man-made, wetland systems, such as the
Lost Lagoon engineered wetland located within Stanley Park. Monitoring the performance
of wetlands at the microbial DNA level helps to measure the effectiveness of absorption of
metals and other contaminants more reliably from rainwater and runoff from roadways. It also
helps determine if, and where, to install other wetlands to absorb the heavy metals in roadway
runoff, thereby increasing plant and wildlife conservation.
Our commitment to environmental stewardship is positively impacting BC’s management and
conservation of land, air, water and all living creatures. Many research projects Genome BC
has funded, across various sectors, are providing scientific, evidence-based data to inform
decision making so that policy makers within governments, industry partners and Indigenous
peoples across British Columbia can take positive action to protect our environment.

The Knowledge Totem Pole, carved by Coast Salish artist Cicero August, stands outside of the
Parliament Buildings in Victoria, BC.

EMBRACING INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE
It is largely accepted that marrying science with the ancestral knowledge of Indigenous
peoples fosters a greatly improved standard of natural resource management1. For
Indigenous and non-Indigenous approaches to co-exist, it will require a shared decisionmaking process. Recognizing the importance of ancestral Indigenous ways of knowing
while raising awareness of scientific innovation across biological sciences has potential to
add value to both ways of knowing.
1
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“As bio-based economies continues to grow globally, the BC forest
and pulp and paper sectors have a significant opportunity to make a
positive social, economic and environmental impact.
The BioAlliance provides an important vehicle to accelerate value
adding innovations with BC biomass and process by-products. The
UBC BioProducts Institute, welcomes the opportunity to collaborate in
building BC into one of the global leading bio-based clusters.”
—Dr. James Olson, Dean, Applied Sciences, The University of British Columbia

CREATING VALUE FROM WASTE FOR A SUSTAINABLE BIOECONOMY
Waste streams from the pulp and paper
industry are a rich source for making high
value bioproducts. This struggling industry
is determined to tap this complex resource
for market diversification and sustainability
by providing substitutes for petrochemical
based products. Through the BC Pulp &
Paper BioAlliance, the industry is working

with FPInnovations and UBC on several
approaches to develop tools to upgrade mill
wastes and residue.
Using genomics, in combination with
chemical and physical means, researchers
are developing biological catalysts that
can convert mill waste into high value

bioproducts for making platform chemicals,
bioremediation agents and other end
products. Success in this approach will be
transformative for the forest sector that
accounts for $14.9 billion in export and
employs over 50,000 people, especially in
rural and Indigenous communities.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Monitoring the performance of wetlands at the microbial DNA level
helps to more reliably measure the effectiveness of absorption
of metals from rainwater and runoff from roadways. This helps
determine if, and where, to install other wetlands to absorb the
heavy metals in roadway runoff, thereby increasing plant and wildlife
conservation.

“Indigenous knowledges and ways of knowing are far more than
simply ‘information’ to be subsumed into the mainstream of
Western science. ‘Two-Eyed Seeing,’ as envisioned by Mi’kmaw
Elder, Dr. Albert Marshall, embraces the idea that we learn to
see with the strengths of Indigenous ways of knowing from one
eye, and with the strengths of Western science ways of knowing
through the other. We then use both these eyes together, for the
benefit of all.”
—Dr. Andrea Reid, Incoming Assistant Professor, Indigenous Fisheries, Institute for the Oceans
and Fisheries, University of British Columbia
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IMPACTING THE
FUTURE OF BC’S
FOOD SYSTEM
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Globally, the agrifood sector is facing significant challenges.
British Columbia is no exception. Climate change, land use,
environmental sustainability, plant and animal health,
food safety and, increased global competition in the food
industry, are serious challenges that are placing a
growing strain on available resources in BC.
As BC’s climate continues to change, early detection of pests and pathogens is critical
to the economic success of producers and food and beverage manufacturers who rely
on locally grown food. BC is a hotspot for avian flu in North America and the province
has experienced repeated major outbreaks resulting in significant economic losses. BC’s
aging workforce is contributing to a shortage of skilled workers in the sector — coupled
with urbanization and now increased pressure resulting from the fallout of COVID-19,
the growing demand for agricultural labour will continue to challenge British Columbia’s
agrifood sector over the next decade. The globalization of markets is opening up the sector,
but it is also increasing competition as our smaller producers face-off against larger, more
established leaders in the market.
Producing high quality food on less land with lower environmental impact will continue to be
one of the greatest challenges of the twenty-first century. While emerging technologies can
help address these challenges, their adoption will significantly change the way we produce
food in BC. The findings and recommendations of BC’s Food Security Task Force in January
2020 noted that farmers are increasingly driving agritech solutions1 into all stages of food
production, processing, and distribution — research into seed genomics, climate-controlled
greenhouses, sensor monitored growing technologies, advanced refrigeration systems and
numerous other solutions. Agritech is creating significant opportunities for BC to grow its
existing agricultural sector, increase revenues, create skilled employment and spawn economic
growth that can lead the world in agritech development.

SUNFLOWERS
Cultivated and wild sunflowers have
adapted to a variety of extreme
habitats, making them a good model
to help researchers understand how
plants combat environmental stress.
A partnership with leading sunflower
breeding programs around the world,
including in Sub-Saharan Africa, is
applying genetic knowledge to help
breed stress resistant sunflowers.

BC researchers, in collaboration with national and international partners, have played
a key role in the development of genomic knowledge and resources in areas such as
sunflowers, bees, grapevine, and livestock. Today, Genome BC’s foundational investments in
agrifood, combined with ongoing international research is helping to drive agritech through
translational genomics research in all areas of food production and processing.
Genomic tools have the potential to replace current reactive biosecurity and surveillance
tools to provide better management of ongoing and emerging pest and pathogen outbreaks.
When used preventatively, they can provide earlier detection of pests and pathogens
therefore mitigating food safety outbreaks and recalls. Genomic methods for surveillance
and outbreak investigations are already leading to faster, more accurate responses linking
food contamination sources to human illness such as avian flu and norovirus affecting our
food sources.
Genomic testing technologies are being deployed in food identification to ensure that it is
free from allergens and contaminants, which can cause serious and even deadly health

1

Agritech is the use of technology in agriculture, horticulture, and aquaculture with the aim of improving yield,
efficiency, and profitability.
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BREEDING
BETTER BEES
A group of genes controls hygienic
behaviour in honeybees, making them
more disease resistant. This behaviour
enables colonies to limit the spread
of harmful mites and bacteria, thereby
improving a colony’s chance of survival.
New techniques for use in selective
breeding programs will enhance the
health of honeybees worldwide.
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complications such as anaphylaxis in some people. Antimicrobial resistance, due to overuse
or misuse of antibiotics, is affecting livestock production causing the restriction, or in many
cases elimination, of access to this first line of defense. This has turned attention to the
potential of genomics as a tool to identify disease and pathogen resistance traits in animals
using biomarker and genomic selection technologies for breeding.
Soil and water quality, as well as ecological biodiversity, is critical to an environmentally sustainable
agrifood sector. Genomics tools offer state-of-the-art monitoring of plant, animal and microbial
biodiversity that are critical to agriculture and the surrounding environment. They are also used to
monitor and assess the effects of animal nutrient and food by-product waste, fertilizers, pesticides
and herbicides, providing evidence-based data to inform land management decisions.
An emerging use of genomics technology is cellular agriculture — growing animal agricultural
products directly from cell cultures instead of using livestock. Products harvested from cell
cultures are the same as those harvested from an animal or a plant; the only difference is how
they are made. However, to realize such benefits, an understanding of public perception and
potential barriers to adoption is necessary.
Consumers have an important voice in how these technologies are used. Their participation
is critical to advance evidence driven agricultural and food processing policy and regulation.
Two-way dialogue between researchers, food producers and consumers must continue to
address questions about perceptions of safety and to articulate the value they offer to society
by quantifying the benefits of genomics-based innovations.
Ultimately, genomics and related technologies will help us create and support a better world
for future generations — one with better health, increased food security and more sustainable
production practices.

“Advanced fermentation
technologies will change the
face of the dairy industry, and
that is just one application of
agricultural technology. The
work of Genome BC will be
critical as the agricultural
sector explores the benefits
and challenges of rapidly
changing technologies.”

INCREASING FOOD SECURITY
As global demand for dairy products grows, the environmental costs of producing dairy at scale
are rising. Cellular agriculture offers an environmentally friendly alternative to conventional dairy
production, using 95% less land and producing 90% fewer carbon emissions.
Cellular agriculture produces dairy proteins through fermentation using modified yeasts
and bacteria. These fermentation-based dairy products taste and act the same way as
conventional dairy in our favourite recipes. While consumers may express their willingness
to try fermentation-based dairy products, issues must be addressed as these new products
are brought to market. Research is underway to better understand how cellular agriculture fits
within existing policy and regulation in BC, including dairy supply management, food safety
policies, and agricultural land policies.

—Dr. Lenore Newman, Canada Research
Chair in Food Security and the
Environment and Director of the Food
and Agriculture Institute at
The University of the Fraser Valley
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ANTIMICROBIAL PEPTIDES TO REPLACE
ANTIBIOTICS IN FARM VETERINARY
Antibiotics are not an uncommon input in animal husbandry. However, overuse of antibiotics
has caused some bacteria to become resistant to these drugs, contributing to the crisis
of antimicrobial resistance. A new project aims to use genomic tools to develop antibiotic
alternatives called antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) from naturally occurring proteins to fight
bacterial infections in animals.
There is evidence that AMPs are effective and that bacteria are less likely to develop resistance to
AMPs than to conventional antibiotics. A BC based research team aims to identify ten effective and
safe AMPs that will be tested in chicken eggs for protection from major infectious diseases that are
of concern to the poultry production industry. The team will also conduct an in-depth analysis of the
economic, ethical, and regulatory issues related to using AMPs in agriculture, and will assess the
opinions of stakeholders from the farming and food industries as well as the general public.

BETTERING BC WINE
The process of producing superior wines is complex, fraught with the intricacies inherent in
grape biology, wine yeasts, and winemaking. Genomics is helping growers identify changes
at the molecular and biochemical level that affect grapevine cultivation, grape processing and
fermentation by yeasts. Genomic tools have uncovered new genes and pathways involved
in wine spoilage and stress response — information that can be used to improve popular
cultivars grown Canada to achieve consistent, high fruit quality from season to season.

“Using genetic analysis
to accurately identify
commercial tree fruit
varieties improves SVC’s
protection of intellectual
property and builds
credibility within the fruit
growing community. The
ability to trace varieties
builds the confidence of
international partners who
license varieties that are
developed in BC. This work
has enhanced SVC’s and
BC’s reputation.”
—Erin Wallich, Research Program Manager,
Summerland Varieties Corp.

FRUIT CROPS
“Chardonnay is one of the most important
grapes in the wine industry in British
Columbia. Getting a full picture of the
genome of all 15 Chardonnay clones
enables growers and winemakers to make
informed choices about which clones to
plant — this means better grapes and
better wine.”

Next generation sequencing methods
can test imported plants for specific
tree fruit viruses, before visible signs
of infection. This new technology will
reduce the testing and quarantine period
for imports from unapproved sources
from three years to a few months,
allowing local industry to maintain
competitiveness in international markets.

—Howard Soon, Master Wine Maker
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IMPACTING
ISSUES AS
THEY EMERGE
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Emerging issues and crises arising from unexpected events
can come in many different shapes and sizes. When there
is a biological element, which is often the case across most
social and economic areas of importance, genomics is a
very effective tool in the response.
The vast network of scientific expertise within British Columbia has tremendous capacity to meet
a variety of challenges. Such challenges typically demand a nimble and innovative approach with
processes that function within a robust governance framework and responsive decision making.
In our role as funder and convener, Genome BC has been able to leverage our relationships
within the life sciences community along with a variety of industry partnerships providing
flexibility and speed to take action and solve problems in innovative ways. The unique
position we hold has enabled us to pivot our resources and absorb risks where others may
not be able, helping to illuminate issues and projects that need greater investment. This
agility has helped mobilize people and teams across British Columbia’s world class research
community to tackle a variety of crises and emerging issues in real time.

RESPONDING TO SARS AND COVID-19
In 2003, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) spread to 26 countries before it was
quelled. The successful BC led effort to sequence the virus had far reaching consequences. In
addition to vaccine development and research advancement, the SARS epidemic demonstrated
to the BC community how a collective research capacity — with support from government and
funding agencies could be mobilized to achieve immediate, potentially lifesaving results.
Nearly 20 years later, as SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, emerged as one
of the worst pandemics the world has seen since the Spanish Flu in 1918, Genome BC
approached partners to offer assistance. The British Columbia Centre for Disease Control
(BCCDC) Public Health Laboratory identified an urgent need to incorporate genomic
analysis into tracking the virus, adding a critical new dimension to its outbreak response
capabilities. While tracking the spread of the virus helps us understand how it is spreading
through a community, genomic analysis can help scientists determine the origins of the
virus and predict what treatments will be effective against it now and in the future. After the
initial discussion with the BCCDC, Genome BC was able to allocate and approve funding
within a week.
Based on the success of this rapid funding to the BCCDC, Genome BC launched a COVID-19
Rapid Response Program to fund promising research and innovation projects with the
realistic potential to have a material impact within six months on evolving COVID-19
related challenges. In less than two weeks, a total of 185 research proposals were
reviewed, leveraging Genome BC’s extensive internal expertise in research and innovation
to maintain standards of quality and scientific rigour. Thirteen projects received funding of
up to $250,000 each within a few days of their application, when review processes would
typically take weeks or months. As a result of this expedited approach, researchers have
been able to launch their projects sooner, leading to accelerated scientific and innovation
outcomes that can inform or mitigate aspects of the current pandemic. Partnerships and
unique collaborations are integral to these projects, which range from new ways to sanitize
personal protective equipment (PPE) for health care workers to assessing the viral load of
COVID-19 patients.
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“This type of project
provides an example of
the immediate impact
Genome BC can have in
an emerging public health
scenario, like we are seeing
for COVID-19, as well as
promoting innovative
genomic thinking to
overcome scientific
challenges. This work
will improve our ability to
respond to this emergency
and ultimately benefits
public health and the
residents of BC.”
—Dr. Natalie Prystajecky, Program head for
the Environmental Microbiology program,
BCCDC Public Health Laboratory
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RESPONDING
TO THE MOUNT
POLLEY MINE
BREACH
When the tailings dam at the
Mount Polley Mine breached on
August 4, 2014, approximately
24 million m3 of mine-influenced,
non-treated water and mine
tailings sediment escaped into the
natural watershed. Over just a few
days, the breach devastated the
wetlands and released sediment
and dissolved contaminants to the
surrounding lakes, with the risk of
contamination further downstream
into the Fraser River. The event was
highly destructive and the longterm effects on the environment
are potentially catastrophic.
The initiative examined ways
to improve strategies for
monitoring the impact of the
breach on the ecosystem and to
provide recommendations for
environmental remediation.

FINDING SOLUTIONS TO THE EMERGING ISSUE
OF NOROVIRUS
People around the world enjoy BC’s oysters, but several outbreaks from 2015 to 2018 have
resulted in severe cases of gastroenteritis, and serious viral or bacterial infections including
noroviruses and Vibrio parahaemolyticus (Vp). As early as 2016, Genome BC brought together
experts from government, industry, and academia to discuss the challenge and to facilitate a
common understanding of the issues within BC, highlighting areas where practical solutions
could be advanced. This early work led to three projects that bring together researchers from
the BCCDC, UBC and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency that will broaden Canada’s ability
to identify strains of norovirus and Vp. Jointly funded in 2019 by BC’s Ministry of Agriculture
and Genome BC, these projects are aimed at positively changing the way shellfish-related
illness outbreaks and food safety investigations are handled.

“Beluga whales are vulnerable to many
stressors and threats in their natural
habitat. Our beloved Qila and Aurora
have contributed to an important
scientific initiative that will allow
scientists to better understand how
this at-risk species is faring in a quickly
changing environment.”
—Dr. Martin Haulena, Head Veterinarian, Vancouver
Aquarium, Marine Mammal Rescue
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“BC’s shellfish farmers go to
extraordinary measures to ensure the
wholesomeness of their product. We
hope that this research will lead to
the development of another tool to
do that, specifically, an early warning
system capable of detecting potential
problems with water quality long
before there is any risk to human
health or wellness.”ss.”
—Jim Russell, Executive Director,
BC Shellfish Growers Association

TURNING HEARTBREAKING LOSS INTO
CONSERVATION FOR AN ENDANGERED SPECIES
After the tragic loss of BC’s beloved beluga whales, Qila and her daughter Aurora, in 2017 at
the Vancouver Aquarium, Genome BC reached out suggesting genomics might help discover
what caused their illness. Researchers at BC Cancer’s Michael Smith Genome Sciences
Centre worked with genetic material from the whales determining neither bacteria nor a virus
was responsible and concluding the cause of death in both animals was a toxin, though
extensive testing was unable to identify the exact substance involved. With the whole beluga
genome sequenced, a thorough understanding of beluga genetics may aid conservation
efforts for the species, which has been designated as endangered.
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IMPROVING
DETECTION OF
AVIAN FLU
Avian flu is a fatal viral disease of
poultry with regularly occurring
outbreaks that lead to significant
economic losses. The virus,
transmitted by waterfowl, also has
significant effects on wildlife and
can be transmitted to humans. BC
is a hotspot for avian flu in North
America. The province has experienced
repeated major outbreaks and is
consistently the first area affected in
continental pandemics. Research has
demonstrated that genomic analysis
of wetland sediment is an effective
tool for surveillance of avian influenza.
A new genomics-based method was
shown to be 37 times more effective
for detection compared to existing
programs. This research has finally given
us an advantage in the race to detect and
prevent one of the most important global
health threats of our time.
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO
PASCAL SPOTHELFER

“Remarkable science is our foundation, but great people have fuelled our impact.”
Twenty years ago, the budding genomics
revolution offered enormous potential for the
future and Genome BC’s goal was to be a
catalyst for a successful life sciences cluster
in the province. Over the years, the Genome
BC team has successfully collaborated with
academia, industry, and governments to deliver
impactful research programs across a broad
range of key sectors. Our organization has
gained deep expertise over the years on how
to catalyze, promote and fund research as well
as provide guidance and financial support for
projects. Genomics has continued to prove
itself as an essential tool for our province in
both medical and industrial applications and BC
researchers collaborate and compete globally —
resulting in a thriving life sciences sector in BC.
This year marks the conclusion of our 2015–
2020 Strategic Plan. Over the past five years
we have leveraged the provincial government’s
$85M investment to generate $299M in
co-investment funds for genomics projects
and initiatives in British Columbia, for a total
investment portfolio of $384M over the five year
period. We have generated a total of over $1.1B
of investment in BC-based genomics research
projects and technology platforms over the past
20 years. This is remarkable financial success,
but more importantly these investments have
enabled researchers, clinicians, industry and
innovators to advance genomic research, build
capacity and strengthen the competitiveness of
our ecosystem.
As we begin to execute our 2020–2023 strategic
plan, we will build upon our achievements
combining continuity in research with an explicit
mandate to deliberately advance genomics
innovation. Scientific research continuously
generates new discoveries, rapidly expanding
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the breadth and depth of knowledge. However,
the translation of research outcomes into new
products, services, processes, systems and
social interaction is not guaranteed and needs
to be pursued as systematically as scientific
research itself. Ecosystems that successfully
accelerate translational research into new
products, services and systems, can more
quickly leverage the benefits of technology.
Genome BC, in its role as ecosystem builder, will
proactively embrace innovation to realize a future
where genomics transforms our health care,
and offers practical solutions for challenges,
such as climate change, food security, and
environmental protection.

advancement of genomic technologies. They
have consistently risen to every challenge,
including the delivery of our rapid funding
initiative during a very challenging time. This
kind of extraordinary accomplishment can
only be achieved by a group of highly qualified
and dedicated professionals who work well
together. Success can only be achieved if
our resources are strategically deployed and
initiatives are well executed. I am very proud
of my colleagues at Genome BC and grateful
for their efforts and spirit. In particular, I would
like to recognize my management team for the
commitment and leadership they demonstrate
every day.

The Government of British Columbia has
provided steadfast support to Genome BC.
As we celebrate our 20th anniversary we want
to recognize the extraordinary contribution
and commitment from successive provincial
governments, including the funding for the first
year of our new 2020–2023 strategic plan.

I also extend my thanks to our outstanding
Board of Directors who continue to provide
sound governance and counsel. Our Board
Chair, Dr. John Thompson deserves our
collective gratitude as he steps down after
guiding us for the past two years. He will be
succeeded by Dr. John Shepherd.

Partnerships are essential to our success
and we enjoy an extraordinary spirit of
collaboration in British Columbia. This has
once again been demonstrated by the way
governments, not for profit organizations,
academia and industry have come together
to provide a coordinated and collaborative
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

We are fortunate to live and work in a
province that offers a dynamic research
environment to investigate the strategic and
translational opportunities that better the lives
of all Canadians. BC’s strong life sciences
cluster has shown it can respond quickly
and effectively to emerging issues as proven
by its collective contribution to the current
global pandemic, demonstrating the strong
capabilities of our ecosystem. It is a reminder
that while remarkable science is our foundation,
great people have fueled our impact.

This pandemic has put our ability to act quickly
and decisively to the test. As you read earlier in
this report, our ability to respond quickly with a
well-structured program was clearly validated and
we look forward to the impacts of these projects.
For the past 20 years, the Genome BC team,
has collaborated, made connections and
forged relationships which have led to the
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MESSAGE FROM
THE BOARD CHAIR
JOHN F. H. THOMPSON

“Our 2020–2023 Strategic Plan lays out a clear roadmap to guide us, ensuring we continue to remain
aligned with the priorities of the Province while generating research outcomes that yield social and
economic benefits into the future.”
On our 20th Anniversary, our Annual Report
highlights just some of the impacts arising
from the contributions of many excellent
research teams over the years. BC offers
some of the strongest research minds in
the world, but what is most special about
these brilliant women and men is their
collective understanding that great science
must have an impact, solve problems, and
make a difference.
For its part, Genome BC continues to act
as a beacon for innovation. We collaborate
with policy makers, industry partners
and researchers across the life sciences
ecosystem — working to solve challenging
problems, tackling issues through credible
research while creating jobs, and nurturing
the bright minds in our province. Our
capacity for research provides the critical
building blocks for genomics to evolve
through to application, translation and
innovation. Genome BC will continue to
look for opportunities to build capacity for
BC’s life sciences ecosystem by identifying
new investigators, enhancing their growth,
credibility and reputation. This work is
imperative to maintaining a competitive
edge nationally and internationally. Our
2020–2023 Strategic Plan lays out a clear
roadmap to guide us, ensuring we continue
to remain aligned with the priorities of
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the Province while generating research
outcomes that yield social and economic
benefits into the future.
We are ever thankful to the Government of
British Columbia, as well as other funding
partners and stakeholders across the
ecosystem for continued support and for
recognizing the importance of this work.
The trust imbued upon us over the years
strengthens our resolve to ensure we
continue to provide excellent value to the
people of BC into the future.

Genome BC’s staff, who continually contribute
to the kind of impacts that create a better
future for British Columbians.

JOHN F. H. THOMPSON

After completing two terms, my role as
Board Chair comes to a close. I thank
my fellow directors for the diligence they
continue provide to the organization.
Genome BC continues to be an invaluable
asset for British Columbia. We are proud
stewards of a legacy that began 20 years
ago with the late Dr. Michael Smith.
Finally, on behalf of my Board colleagues,
I would like to thank the many innovative
researchers who have continually moved
this science forward over the past 20 years.
Whether it be on the lab bench, in the field,
or through developing a better understanding
of the societal implications of these
transformative technologies, it is the curiosity
and the passion of these determined research
teams coupled with the industrious support
and excellent performance provided by
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
GENOME BRITISH COLUMBIA
OPINION
We have audited the financial statements
of Genome British Columbia (the Entity),
which comprise:
•

the Statement of Financial Position as at
March 31, 2020

•

the Statement of Operations and Changes
in Net Assets for the year then ended

•

the Statement of Cash Flows for the year
then ended

•

and Notes to Financial Statements,
including a summary of significant
accounting policies (hereinafter referred to
as the “financial statements”).

In our opinion, the accompanying financial
statements present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Entity as
at March 31, 2020, and its results of operations
and its cash flows for the year then ended
in accordance with Canadian accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations.

BASIS FOR OPINION
We conducted our audit in accordance
with Canadian generally accepted auditing
standards. Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the “Auditors’
Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial
Statements” section of our auditors’ report.
We are independent of the Entity in accordance
with the ethical requirements that are relevant
to our audit of the financial statements
in Canada and we have fulfilled our other
ethical responsibilities in accordance with
these requirements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT
AND THOSE CHARGED WITH
GOVERNANCE FOR THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
Management is responsible for the preparation
and fair presentation of the financial
statements in accordance with Canadian
accounting standards for not-for-profit
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The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher
than for one resulting from error, as fraud
may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.

organizations, and for such internal control
as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements
that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements,
management is responsible for assessing the
Entity’s ability to continue as a going concern,
disclosing as applicable, matters related to
going concern and using the going concern
basis of accounting unless management either
intends to liquidate the Entity or to cease
operations, or has no realistic alternative but
to do so.

•

Obtain an understanding of internal control
relevant to the audit in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the Entity’s internal control.

•

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by management.

•

Reasonable assurance is a high level of
assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with Canadian
generally accepted auditing standards will
always detect a material misstatement when
it exists.

Conclude on the appropriateness of
management’s use of the going concern
basis of accounting and, based on the
audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant
doubt on the Entity’s ability to continue
as a going concern. If we conclude that
a material uncertainty exists, we are
required to draw attention in our auditors’
report to the related disclosures in the
financial statements or, if such disclosures
are inadequate, to modify our opinion.
Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditors’ report. However, future events or
conditions may cause the Entity to cease to
continue as a going concern.

•

Misstatements can arise from fraud or error
and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably
be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of the
financial statements.

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure
and content of the financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether
the financial statements represent the
underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.

•

Communicate with those charged with
governance regarding, among other matters,
the planned scope and timing of the audit
and significant audit findings, including any
significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.

Those charged with governance are
responsible for overseeing the Entity’s financial
reporting process.

AUDITORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE
AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial
statements as a whole are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error,
and to issue an auditors’ report that includes
our opinion.

As part of an audit in accordance with
Canadian generally accepted auditing
standards, we exercise professional judgment
and maintain professional skepticism
throughout the audit.
We also:
•

Identify and assess the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and
perform audit procedures responsive to
those risks, and obtain audit evidence that
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our opinion.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Statement of Financial Position (Expressed in Canadian Dollars)
March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019
2019

2020
Assets

Current assets:
Cash
Short-term investments (notes 3 and 4)
Funding receivable
Other receivables (note 5)
Project advances
Prepaid expenses

$

Capital assets (note 6)

928,104
91,846,735
101,250
45,631
3,367,927
109,879

$

29,341,415
89,878,290
–
38,767
3,803,520
107,896

96,399,526

123,169,888

184,517

232,472

$

96,584,043

$

123,402,360

$

8,078,476

$

6,705,333

Liabilities and Net Assets

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (note 7)
Deferred lease inducement

23,565

70,693

Deferred contributions:
Future expenses (note 8)
Capital assets (note 9)

88,297,485
184,517

116,393,862
232,472

$

96,584,043

$

123,402,360

Commitments (note 10)
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
Approved on behalf of the Board:
JOHN F.H. THOMPSON

Director
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JOE GARCIA

Director
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Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets (Expressed in Canadian Dollars)
Year ended March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019
2019

2020
Revenues:

Amortization of deferred contributions related to future expenses (note 8)
Amortization of deferred contributions related to capital assets (note 9)
Recoveries from commercialization projects (note 4)
Investment income (loss) (note 3)

$

41,988,046
144,946
–
(5,432,837)

$

25,318,980
137,370
1,130,812
5,137,531
31,724,693

36,700,155
Expenses:

Corporate programs and management
Project expenditures
Depreciation

Excess of revenues over expenses, being net assets, beginning and end of year

$

8,145,571
28,409,638
144,946

$

8,006,689
23,580,634
137,370

$

36,700,155

$

31,724,693

$

–

$

–

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

Statement of Cash Flows (Expressed in Canadian Dollars)
Year ended March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019
2019

2020
Cash provided by (used in):

Operations:
Excess of revenues over expenses
Items not involving cash:
Depreciation
Amortization of deferred contributions related to future expenses (note 8)
Amortization of deferred contributions related to capital assets (note 9)
Unrealized loss (gain) on short-term investments

$

Funding (note 8)
Change in non-cash operating working capital:
Funding receivable
Other receivables
Project advances
Prepaid expenses
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Investments:
Proceeds from sale of short-term investments
Purchase of short-term investments
Purchase of capital assets
Increase (decrease) in cash
Cash, beginning of year

–

$

144,946
(41,988,046)
(144,946)
10,215,535

137,370
(25,318,980)
(137,370)
(411,353)

(31,772,511)

(25,730,333)

13,941,532

41,391,535

(101,250)
(6,864)
435,593
(1,983)
1,373,143

17,090,624
56,709
430,978
37,248
134,028

(16,132,340)

33,410,789

20,500,000
(32,683,980)
(96,991)

13,679,188
(18,470,260)
(49,153)

(12,280,971)

(4,840,225)

(28,413,311)

28,570,564
770,851

29,341,415

Cash, end of year

–

$

928,104

$

29,341,415

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Operations:
Genome British Columbia (the Corporation) was incorporated on July 31, 2000 under the Canada Corporations Act and continued under the
Canada Not-For-Profit Corporations Act as a not-for-profit organization and is exempt from income and capital taxes. The Corporation has the
following objectives:
(a) develop and establish a coordinated approach and integrated strategy in British Columbia to enable British Columbia to become a world
leader in selected areas of genomic and proteomic research and innovation, including agriculture, aquaculture, environment, forestry
and human health, among others, by bringing together universities, research hospitals, other research centres and industry, as well as
government and private agencies for the benefit of British Columbia;
(b) participate in national approaches and strategies to strengthen genomics research capabilities in Canada for the benefit of all Canadians;
(c) maintain a genome centre in British Columbia to ensure that researchers can undertake research and development projects offering
significant socio-economic benefits to British Columbia and Canada, to provide access to necessary equipment and facilities, and to
provide opportunities for training of scientists and technologists;
(d) establish a contractual relationship with Genome Canada, and contractual and collaborative relationships with others (including private
and voluntary sectors and federal and provincial governments) in order to provide financial and personnel resources for the Corporation;
(e) address public concerns about genomics research through the organization of intellectual resources regarding ethical, environmental, legal
and societal issues related to genomics;
(f) increase public awareness of the need for genomics research and of the uses and implications of the results of such research, thereby
helping Canadians understand the relative risks and rewards of genomics;
(g) leverage the Corporation’s speed and agility to provide emerging issues funding that enables researchers and innovators to address
previously unforeseen challenges in British Columbia; and
(h) support entrepreneurial, commercialization and innovation activities that help to grow the life sciences sector in British Columbia.
2. Significant accounting policies:
(a) Basis of presentation:
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian Accounting Standards for Not-for-Profit Organizations
(Accounting Standards for NPO’s).
(b) Short-term investments:
Short-term investments are recorded at fair value with gains and losses recorded in the statement of operations and changes in net assets
in the period in which they arise. Short-term investments are comprised of a portfolio of funds managed by investment professionals.
(c) Project advances:
Project advances are comprised of amounts provided by the Corporation to approved research projects and platforms, which have not yet
been spent.
(d) Capital assets:
Capital assets are initially recorded at cost. Depreciation is provided using the straight-line method as follows:
Asset

Years

Furniture and fixtures
Computers and software
Telecommunications equipment
Project equipment
Leasehold improvements

5
3
5
3–4
remaining lease term

(e) Revenue recognition:
The Corporation follows the deferral method of accounting for contributions.
Externally restricted contributions:
Deferred contributions related to expenses of future periods represent unspent externally restricted funding and related investment income,
which are for the purposes of providing funding to eligible recipients and the payment of operating and capital expenditures in future
periods. Externally restricted contributions for expenses of a future period and related investment income are deferred and recognized as
revenue in the year in which the related expenses are incurred. Externally restricted contributions for the purchase of capital assets are
initially recorded as deferred contributions related to future expenses, and transfer to and recorded as deferred contributions related to
capital assets when the amounts have been spent on capital assets. Deferred contributions related to capital assets are amortized to revenue
in the statement of operations and changes in net assets using the same methods and amortization rates of the related capital assets.
Unrestricted contributions:
Unrestricted contributions are recognized as revenue when received or receivable if the amount to be received can be reasonably
estimated and collection is reasonably assured.
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2. Significant accounting policies (continued):
(f) Commercialization projects:
The Corporation seeks to drive commercialization through partnerships with early stage companies. The Industry Innovation Program
(the “Program”) was established for the purpose of investing in companies involved in early stage research and development, where
technologies have not yet reached commercialization. The value of any underlying security on these investments is limited. The
Corporation expenses all amounts invested in these projects as advanced. Recovery of amounts invested are recorded as revenue when
the funds are received or receivable if the amount to be received can be reasonably estimated and collection is reasonably assured. The
Program balance consists of deferred contributions for investment, interest and royalties earned, gains less losses on investments and
recoveries from investments less new investment.
(g) Use of estimates:
The preparation of financial statements requires the use of estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and
liabilities, disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses. Significant areas requiring
the use of management’s estimates relate to the determination of accruals for project expenditures and the recoverable amounts of
investments in commercialization projects. Accordingly, actual results could differ from these estimates.
(h) Valuation of long-lived assets:
Management reviews the carrying amount of capital assets for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that
the asset no longer contributes to the Corporation’s ability to provide services, or that the value of future economic benefits or service
potential associated with the asset is less than its carrying amount. If such conditions exist, an impairment loss is measured and recorded
in the statement of operations at the amount by which the carrying amount of the capital asset exceeds its fair value or replacement cost.
(i) Deferred lease inducement:
Tenant inducement received associated with leased premises is deferred and amortized on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease.
(j) Related foundation:
The financial information of Genome British Columbia Foundation, a not-for-profit entity that is commonly controlled by the Corporation,
is not consolidated but is disclosed in these financial statements.
(k) Financial instruments:
Financial instruments are recorded at fair value on initial recognition. All financial instruments are subsequently measured at cost or
amortized cost, unless management has elected to carry the instruments at fair value. The Corporation has elected to carry its short-term
investments at fair value.
At period-end, the Corporation assesses whether there are any indications that a financial asset measured at cost or amortized cost may
be impaired. Financial assets measured at cost include funding receivable and other receivables. If there is an indicator of impairment,
the Corporation determines if there is a significant adverse change in the expected amount or timing of future cash flows from the
financial asset. If there is a significant adverse change in the expected cash flows, the carrying value of the financial asset is reduced to the
highest of the present value of the expected cash flows, the amount that could be realized from selling the financial asset or the amount
the Corporation expects to realize by exercising its right to any collateral. If events and circumstances reverse in a future period, an
impairment loss will be reversed to the extent of the improvement, not exceeding the initial impairment charge.
(l) Foreign exchange:
The Corporation’s monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated into Canadian dollars using exchange
rates in effect at the statement of financial position date. Revenue and expense items are translated at the rate of exchange prevailing on
the date of the transaction. Foreign exchange gains and losses are included in the statement of operations and changes in net assets.
(m) Comparative information:
Certain comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to the presentation of the current year financial statements. These
reclassifications had no impact on excess of revenue over expenses as previously reported.
(n) Changes in accounting policies:
In March 2018, the Accounting Standards Board issued “Basis for Conclusions – Accounting Standards Improvements for Not-forProfit Organizations” resulting in the introduction of three new handbook sections in Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit
organizations; Section 4433 Tangible capital assets held by not-for-profit organizations, Section 4434 Intangible assets held by not-for-profit
organizations and Section 4441 Collections held by not-for-profit organizations.
The amendments are effective for financial statements with fiscal years beginning on or after January 1, 2019 and, therefore, have been
adopted by the Corporation as at April 1, 2019. The implementation of these changes had no impact on the Corporation’s financial statements.
3. Short-term investments:
The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the Corporation’s short-term investments. The Board
has established an Investment Committee, which is responsible for developing and monitoring the Corporation’s investment policy. The overall
objectives of the Corporation’s investment policy are to achieve security of principal that ensures a return of the capital invested, to maintain
the liquidity necessary to meet the cash flow requirements of the Corporation and to maximize the rate of return without affecting liquidity or
incurring undue risk.
The Corporation’s short-term investments are comprised of a portfolio of funds and other investments. The portfolio consists of investments
in fixed income funds and Canadian and international equity funds. The portfolio is managed by independent investment professionals in
accordance with the Corporation’s investment policy. All short-term investments are measured at fair value. The Corporation’s short-term
investments are subject to interest rate, market and liquidity risks.
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3. Short-term investments (continued):
Both the risk of significant changes in interest rates and the risk of significant changes in market prices are mitigated by the Corporation’s
policy that permits its portfolio managers to change the level of investment in the funds at short notice and the fact that interest earned on the
portfolio is reinvested monthly at prevailing rates. The Corporation limits exposure to liquid asset credit risk through maintaining its short-term
investments with high-credit quality financial institutions.
The Corporation’s short-term investments are as follows:
2019

2020
Fixed Income Funds
Canadian and International Equity Funds

$
$

52,716,541
39,130,194
91,846,735

$
$

56,523,050
33,355,240
89,878,290

The Fixed Income Funds invest in a mixture of bonds and debentures with a minimum average credit rating of BBB. The Canadian and
International Equity Funds invest in a mixture of Canadian, U.S. and international equities. Fair values of the Corporation’s portfolio investments
are based on quoted bid price at the reporting date.
The investment income (loss) is comprised of the following:
2019

2020
Interest income
Realized gains
Unrealized (losses) / gains
Other

$

4,473,625
283,017
(10,215,534)
26,055
$(5,432,837)

$

$

4,584,412
114,081
411,353
27,685
5,137,531

4. Industry Innovation Program:
2019

2020
Balance, beginning of year
Funding received from Province of British Columbia
Recoveries from commercialization projects
Investments in commercialization projects
Balance, end of year

$

$

12,618,312
–
–
(3,100,000)
9,518,312

$

$

Investment made
(redeemed)

Year
2017
2018
2019
2019
2020

3
3
(1)
2
3
10

6,787,500
6,200,000
1,130,812
(1,500,000)
12,618,312
Amount
advanced

$

$

1,850,000
2,162,500
(500,000)
1,500,000
3,100,000
8,112,500

The program balance of $9,518,312 is included in deferred contributions and have been invested along with the Corporation’s other shortterm investments.
Investments in commercialization projects consist of loans which are secured by a general security interest in all assets of the companies.
Interest accrues on the outstanding balances at prime plus 3% compounded annually. Repayment of principal and accrued interest over a two
year period commences after the earlier of a) an agreed annual gross revenue threshold, b) a change of control of the company; or c) a date
that is four years from the date of the loan was advanced. The Company may also receive royalty and other payments contingent upon the
success of the investee’s commercialization efforts and the balance of the loan outstanding.
During the year ended March 31, 2019, an investee company was acquired by a third party. The amount of $1,130,812 recovered from this
project included the loan principal, royalty buyout payment, interest accrued and the cash value of common share warrants, in accordance
with the loan agreement.
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5. Other receivables:
2019

2020
Sales tax
Other accounts receivables

$

27,935
17,696
45,631

$

$

29,465
9,302
38,767

$

6. Capital assets:
March 31, 2020
Furniture and fixtures
Computers and software
Telecommunications equipment
Leasehold improvements

$

$

123,039
304,548
21,273
545,767
994,627

March 31, 2019
Furniture and fixtures
Computers and software
Telecommunications equipment
Leasehold improvements

Accumulated
depreciation

Cost
$

$

$

115,668
326,134
18,550
545,767
1,006,119

$

18,348
117,060
12,449
36,660
184,517

$

Accumulated
depreciation

Cost
$

104,691
187,488
8,824
509,107
810,110

Net book
value

$

94,709
236,799
6,353
435,786
773,647

$

Net book
value
$

20,959
89,335
12,197
109,981
232,472

$

During the year ended March 31, 2020, fully amortized capital assets of $108,483 (March 31, 2019 – $20,497) were removed from the
Corporation’s accounting records.
7. Accounts payable and accrued liabilities:
2019

2020
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities – projects
Accrued liabilities – others

$

$

93,255
7,086,437
898,784
8,078,476

$

$

115,052
5,709,003
881,278
6,705,333

Included in accrued liabilities as at March 31, 2020 are government remittances payable of $25,647 (2019 – $23,176) relating to payroll taxes
and health taxes.
8. Deferred contributions related to future expenses:
The Corporation receives funding from Genome Canada, the Province of British Columbia and from other sources to be held, administered
and distributed in accordance with the related funding agreements between the Corporation and other parties (note 10).
Deferred contributions related to expenses of future periods represent these unspent externally restricted funding, which are for the purposes
of providing funding to eligible recipients and the payment of operating and capital expenditures in future periods. The changes in the deferred
contributions balance for the year are as follows:
2019

2020
Balance, beginning of year

$

Funding received or receivable during the year:
Genome Canada
Province of British Columbia
Industry Partners
Lease inducement amortization
Less:
Amount amortized to revenue
Amount transferred to fund capital assets purchased during the year (note 9)
Balance, end of year

40

$
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116,393,862

$

100,323,332

13,237,033
250,000
454,499

12,052,871
29,000,000
338,664

130,335,394
47,128

141,714,867
47,128

130,382,522

141,761,995

(41,988,046)
(96,991)

(25,318,980)
(49,153)

(42,085,037)
88,297,485
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9. Deferred contributions related to capital assets:
Deferred contributions related to capital assets represent the unamortized amount of contributions received for the purchase of capital assets.
The amortization of such contributions is recorded as revenue in the statement of operations and changes in net assets.
The changes in the deferred contributions related to capital assets balance for the year are as follows:
2019

2020
Balance, beginning of year
Funding spent on capital asset purchases (note 8)

$

Less amount amortized to revenue
Balance, end of year

$

232,472
96,991

$

320,689
49,153

329,463

369,842

(144,946)

(137,370)

184,517

$

232,472

10. Commitments:
(a) Funding:
(i) Genome Canada:
The Corporation enters into funding agreements with Genome Canada (the agreements). In accordance with these agreements the
Corporation agrees to secure on an on-going basis cash or cash equivalent commitments from other parties representing at least 50%
of the total costs of the projects covered by the agreements. In addition, Genome Canada agrees to disburse an amount only up to the
amount of the formal commitments from other parties. However, Genome Canada may provide funding notwithstanding the fact that
formal commitments from other parties have not yet been secured. Genome Canada has also agreed that funds, provided in good faith,
where commitments from other parties have not yet been secured, shall not be reimbursable to Genome Canada.
In accordance with each respective agreement, the Corporation has agreed, among other things, to provide Genome Canada with a cofunding plan for each project. A co-funding plan for each project has been provided to and accepted by Genome Canada.
The list of active research funding agreements with Genome Canada by program, and the supporting commitments from other parties
for the active research projects covered by these agreements, as at March 31, 2020 is as follows:
Support
commitment

Funding agreement description
Genomic Applications Partnership Program
2014 Large-Scale Applied Research Project Competition
2015 Disruptive Innovation in Genomics Competition
2015 Large-Scale Applied Research Project Competition
2017 Genomics Technology Platforms
2017 Large-Scale Applied Research Project Competition
2017 Bioinformatics and Computational Biology
2018 Large-Scale Applied Research Project Competition
DivSeek Canada

$

14,046,365
19,832,337
5,071,275
20,700,133
1,679,473
28,115,310
3,566,427
6,090,187
555,952

(ii) Province of British Columbia:
In accordance with an agreement for funding received, dated March 30, 2015, and updated on March 24, 2017, March 29, 2018
and March 26, 2019, the Corporation received funding of $85,000,000 to support its 2015 – 2020 strategic plan: Powering
British Columbia’s Bioeconomy. In accordance with the agreement, the Corporation completed and submitted to the funder an
accountability framework that included robust and detailed performance metrics on November 27, 2015. The Corporation launched
its Industry Innovation Program in October 2015 as part of its commercialization strategy. Included as part of that strategy, and
contingent upon the success thereof, is the intent to repay the Province $10,800,000 over the next decade (note 4).
Pursuant to the funding agreement dated March 26, 2019, the Corporation received $15,000,000 during the year ended March 31,
2019 to support the Corporation’s 2020 – 2023 strategic plan.
(b) Project commitments:
In the normal course of business, the Corporation enters into Collaborative Research Agreements for the completion of milestone based
research projects. Detailed below is the estimated remaining commitment of the Corporation’s funds relating to active research programs.
The Corporation typically provides co-funding to research projects, whereby its funds are combined with funds from other sources to
provide the total project award amount. Funds provided directly to the research institution by third parties are included in the total award
amount shown in the table below.
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10. Commitments (continued):
(b) Project commitments (continued):
The total award amount and estimated remaining commitment of the Corporation by program as of March 31, 2020 is as follows:

Approved programs
Current programs:
2014 Large-Scale Applied Research Project Competition
2015 Large-Scale Applied Research Project Competition
2017 Large-Scale Applied Research Project Competition
2018 Large-Scale Applied Research Project Competition
2017 Bioinformatics and Computational Biology
2015 Disruptive Innovation in Genomics Competition
Genomic Applications Partnership Program
Genome Canada Pilot Projects
2017 Genomics Technology Platforms
Applied Genomics Consortium Program
Human Epigenome (CIHR)
Transplantation (CIHR)
Quantitative Imaging Network (CIHR)
Canadian Rare Diseases (CIHR)
Environment and Genes (CIHR)
Brain Canada (MIRI 1 & 2)
Brain Canada (PSG)
User Partnership Program
Sector Innovation Program
Societal Issues
ERA-MBT
GenSolve Program
Genome British Columbia Pilot Programs
Accelerator
Science World British Columbia Outreach Program

$

Closed programs:
Competition I
Competition II
Competition III
Competition in Applied Genomics Research in Bio-products or Crops
International Competition
Applied Genomics and Proteomics in Human Health
Applied Genomics Innovation Program
Translational Program for Applied Health
New Technology Development Projects
Western Economic Diversification Programs
Science and Technology Platforms (up to 2017)
Technology Development Initiatives Fund
Other Pilot Programs
Advancing Technology Innovation through Discovery
Personalized Medicine Program
2010–2012 Large-Scale Applied Research Project Competition
Human Microbiome (CIHR)
Entrepreneurship Education in Genomics Program
2012–2015 Bioinformatics and Computational Biology
2015 Technology Development
Strategic Opportunities Fund
Strategic Opportunities Fund for Industry
Brain Canada (Alzheimer’s)
Centre for Drug Research and Development Fund
Total
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Estimated
remaining
Corporation
commitment

Total
award
amount

$

GENOME BC

41,962,926
45,002,369
80,166,252
9,922,053
6,499,056
8,007,478
26,753,295
14,730,594
36,952,992
31,193,623
15,228,992
4,096,203
3,900,074
3,979,500
2,000,000
9,176,572
1,904,000
12,775,337
5,196,487
445,333
780,119
2,483,080
37,656,654
9,612,279
200,000
410,625,268
42,707,207
43,502,482
100,153,663
24,346,330
12,881,913
44,099,840
24,437,610
17,891,275
5,509,566
20,743,088
79,061,868
706,536
3,561,133
5,702,315
8,168,169
90,528,960
4,827,122
979,966
6,526,023
5,926,633
14,305,078
6,745,443
7,042,580
4,823,919
575,178,719
985,803,987
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$

$

1,738,078
2,355,450
12,196,990
599,946
1,079,213
89,006
1,781,676
137,399
722,271
96,721
515,000
218,225
365,522
–
–
–
–
651,267
1,765,095
85,000
193,119
742,493
1,239,092
475,138
142,858
27,189,559
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
27,189,559
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10. Commitments (continued):
(c) Operating lease and management agreements:
The Corporation has entered into operating lease agreements for office premises and management contracts which expire at various dates
until September 30, 2027. Minimum payments for the next eight fiscal years are as follows:
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
Total

$

$

571,171
637,305
637,305
637,305
648,807
660,308
660,308
330,154
4,782,663

11. Genome British Columbia Foundation:
Genome British Columbia Foundation (the Foundation) is a registered charity established to promote and foster life sciences research for the
public benefit by coordinating, sponsoring and carrying educational conferences, seminars, workshops and symposiums. The Foundation is
exempt from income and capital taxes.
The majority of the Foundation’s Board of Directors are also members of the Corporation, and as such, the Corporation controls the
Foundation. In accordance with the CPA Canada Handbook Section 4450, the Corporation has chosen not to consolidate the Foundation but
has followed the disclosure requirements. The Corporation has no economic interest in the Foundation.
Financial information of the Foundation as at March 31, 2020 and March 31, 2019 and for the years ended March 31, 2020 and March 31, 2019
are as follows:
Cash
Deferred contributions
Net assets
Revenues
Expenses

$
$
$
$

Cash used in:
Operations
Funding
Investing
Net change in cash

$

$

2020
34,970
(34,970)
–
14,286
(14,286)
–
(14,271)
–
–
(14,271)

$
$
$
$
$

$

2019
49,241
(49,241)
–
15,490
(15,490)
–
(15,483)
–
–
(15,483)

There are no significant differences in accounting policies between the Foundation and the Corporation.
12. Financial risks:
(a) Liquidity risk:
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Corporation will be unable to fulfill its obligations on a timely basis or at a reasonable cost. The Corporation
manages its liquidity risk by monitoring its operating requirements. The Corporation prepares budget and cash forecasts to ensure it has
sufficient funds to fulfill its obligations. There has been no significant change to the risk exposures during the year ended March 31, 2020.
(b) Credit risk:
Credit risk refers to the risk that a counterparty may default on its contractual obligations resulting in a financial loss. The Corporation
deals with creditworthy counterparties to mitigate the risk of financial loss from defaults. There has been no significant change to the risk
exposures during the year ended March 31, 2020.
(c) Market risk:
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, as a result of changes in foreign exchange rates, interest rates and equity prices, will
affect the Corporation’s income or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The objective of market risk management is to manage
and control market risk exposures within acceptable parameters, while maximizing the return.
(i) Currency risk:
Investments in foreign securities are exposed to currency risk due to fluctuations in foreign exchange rates. The Corporation is exposed
to currency risk on its foreign currencies held within its cash accounts and through its investments in the International Equity Fund.
(ii) Interest rate risk:
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value of the Corporation’s investments will fluctuate due to changes in market interest rates.
(iii) Other price risk:
Other price risk relates to the possibility that the fair value of future cash flows from financial instruments will change due to market
fluctuations (other than due to currency or interest rate movements). The diversification across various asset classes is designed to
decrease the volatility of portfolio returns.
On March 11, 2020, the COVID-19 outbreak was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization and the Province of British Columbia
declared a state of emergency on March 17, 2020. The situation is dynamic with various cities and countries around the world responding
in different ways to address the outbreak. As a result of the pandemic, there has been significant volatility in equity prices, interest rates,
bond yields and foreign exchange rates, which have impacted the market value of the Corporation’s investments as at March 31, 2020.
Management is closely monitoring the recommendations, restrictions and advisories of the Government of Canada and the full impact on
the Corporation is not determinable at this time.
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CORPORATE INFORMATION
Board of Directors (for fiscal year ended March 31, 2020)

Board Observers
Rob Annan
President and Chief Executive Officer
Genome Canada

John F.H. Thompson
Chair
Consultant, PetraScience Consultants Inc.
Professor, Cornell University

Margaret (Peggy) Johnston
Independent Consultant
Former Senior Program Officer
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

John Shepherd
Vice-Chair, Past Director, Leukemia/
Bone Marrow Transplant Program of BC
University of British Columbia

Nancy Olewiler
Director
School of Public Policy
Simon Fraser University

Judi Beck (as of June 2019)
Director General
Pacific Forestry Centre
Natural Resources Canada

Jeffrey Reading
First Nations Health Authority Chair
Heart Health and Wellness at
St. Paul’s Hospital Cardiology
Professor, Faculty of Health Sciences
Simon Fraser University

Christian Hansen
Regional Executive Director
Innovation, Science & Economic
Development Canada

Pascal Spothelfer
President and Chief Executive Officer
Genome BC

Pascal Spothelfer
President and Chief Executive Officer

Lenard F. Boggio
Retired Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Christine Dean (as of June 2019)
Strategy Advisor & Consultant
Formerly VP Global Timberlands Technology
Weyerhaeuser Company
Jock Finlayson
Executive Vice President &
Chief Policy Officer
Business Council of British Columbia

Heather Davidson
Assistant Deputy Minister
Partnerships and Innovation Division
Ministry of Health
Province of British Columbia

Management
Tony Brooks
Chief Financial Officer and VP
Entrepreneurship & Commercialization

Gavin Stuart
Professor, Faculty of Medicine
University of British Columbia

Catalina Lopez-Correa (until October 2019)
Chief Scientific Officer and
Vice President, Sectors

Paul Terry
President
New Oak Investments

Sally Greenwood
Vice President, Communications
and Societal Engagement

Kory Wilson (as of September 2019)
Executive Director, Indigenous Initiatives
and Partnerships
British Columbia Institute of Technology

Joseph Garcia
Partner
Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP

Quinn Newcomb
Executive Director, Corporate Development

Remembering Ida Goodreau

Auditors

Genome BC applauds the many contributions of former board
member and Board Chair, Ida Goodreau made in service to British
Columbia — sadly, we lost Ida on December 9th, 2019 after her
short battle with cancer. Ida made significant impacts in corporate
and public spaces throughout her career, sharing her time and
knowledge with many corporate and non-profit boards. Armed with
insatiable curiosity, insight and passion, she made an indelible
mark and helped shape health care in BC. If the brightest stars
are those who shine for the benefit of others, the light that Ida
Goodreau provided was one of the brightest.

KPMG LLP
Vancouver, BC

Legal Counsel
Richards Buell Sutton LLP
Vancouver, BC
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